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New Features in Primavera Unifier 15.2
New features include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Analytics enhancements in Unifier
Bundle enhancements
Commitment enhancements
Cash flow enhancements
Linked records enhancements
Unifier mobile enhancements
Grid usability enhancements
Workflow enhancements
Business processes for Facilities and Real Estate Management (introduced in Unifier 15.2.2)
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Analytics Enhancements in Unifier

Analytics Enhancements in Unifier
Unifier Analytics in 15.2 is further enhanced to support features such as support for custom attributes for business
processes and shells, custom labels in cost sheet, workflow-related data of business processes, and data from P6
summary sheets.
Cost Sheet: Custom labels for custom cost sheet columns are now supported. Cost sheet-related data is sent to
Analytics based on the mappings set in the Cost Sheet under Analytics in Unifier. There also are UI changes in the
Cost Sheet Setup window. The Data Mapping tab has two sections: The top section displays system-defined fields; the
bottom section includes 10 user-defined columns. Select the data source for a cost sheet column and provide a label.

Business Processes: In previous versions of Unifier, data for predefined fields on Unifier business processes were
sent to Analytics for reporting. Unifier users can now design their own business process attributes used as dimensions
and facts for Analytics reporting. A new section called User Defined Attributes has been introduced in the Analytics –
Business Processes Setup window.
•
•
•

•
•
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New fields can be added by clicking the Add button.
Fields for Data Type, Source, Name, Data Source and Label are displayed.
Data type selected for the fields governs whether the selected field will be a dimension or a fact.
o If the data type is either a string or a timestamp, then the field will be a dimension object in Analytics.
o If the data type is numeric, then the field will be a fact object in Analytics.
Number of attributes for each data type is limited by a predefined number.
Analysis of workflows is now supported. Note that there is no UI change. If workflow business processes
have been selected on the Business Processes tab of the setup window, their task-related information is sent to
Analytics -- e.g., Task Due Date.

Analytics Enhancements in Unifier

P6 Summary Sheets: New P6 Summary Sheets Setup for Analytics is provided to perform analysis for P6-Unifier
integrated data. In the P6 Data Sources tab, click Add to select data sources from the published P6 data sources listed
in Standards & Libraries, P6 Data Sources.
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Analytics Enhancements in Unifier
Additional location fields in Shells setup: Unifier location data is now used to design spatial analysis in Analytics.
Two new fields have been added to the Data Mapping tab of the Shells setup: Country Code and State Code. The
fields are required for the schemas used for Mapviewer integration in Analytics. Since these are string type fields, the
list of data elements available for data mapping include pull-downs (integer and string), radio buttons (integer and
string), and text fields. The list does not include pickers.
Analytics block background image: The Analytics block on the Shell landing page has been enhanced to include a
background image.

To access this feature:
•
•
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In Company Workspace Administration Mode, navigate to the Analytics node in the Navigator.
Navigate to Analytics from a shell landing page to view the shell's reports and analyses in Analytics.

Bundle Enhancements

Bundle Enhancements
Unifier 15.2 allows you to transfer the configuration and setup of designs from one environment to another using the
new Production Bundle option, including:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Setups (automatically includes groups)
Permissions
Data element configuration (data pickers, query-based data elements (QBDE), unique and auto-sequence)
Dynamic data sets (DDS)
Pulldown dataset and radio button values
User-defined reports (UDRs), custom reports and prints
Shell templates to be used for the setups, permissions and UDRs.

Although designs could be transferred from one environment to another via design bundles in prior versions of
Unifier, configurations and other setups had to be done again in the destination environment.
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Bundle Enhancements

Creating a Production Bundle
Unifier 15.2 enables you to transfer configurations and setups from the staging to a pre-production or production
environment via a new production bundle. You can also bundle tagged reports (user-defined and custom), custom
prints, shell templates, single instance shells, and cost codes. The existing design bundle has been modified to export
designs between staging environments only.
The introduction of this new feature has necessitated several enhancements:
•

•
•

•

•

Tag function has been made available to the additional objects and components. Tagging is the
flagging of an object/design to indicate it is ready for production after it has been tested. The existing
Tag options have been modified.
A new Production Bundles node is available in Company Workspace, Administration Mode to create
and publish production bundles and map users.
Configuration log UI changes for the concerned objects include moving the data picker and auto
sequence of data elements to uDesigner as part of their design. Corresponding options are now part
of the Open functionality in an object's Home node in uDesigner.
User mapping: The need to include users in the bundle arises because there are certain areas in Unifier
where only a user can be set, and not a group. All users who are selected in a setup via a User picker or
User/Group picker will be included in the bundle. Users existing in staging and production environments may
vary. If users are not the same, new users will not be automatically created at the time of import in the
destination environment, and import will fail. However at the time of export, User Mapping functionality is
provided so that a user in the staging environment can be mapped to a corresponding user in the production
environment.
Changes to the existing Design Bundles node: The Design Bundles node under uDesigner is still available.
You can create staging design bundles and transfer designs only.
o Export toolbar option and menu option are changed to Export Staging Bundle.
o Error Check option is now Error Check Staging Bundle.
o Existing log column of User Name is now User.
o Options for creating Production bundles are no longer available here.

Steps for creating a production bundle:
•
•
•
•

•
•
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Tag (or clear tags) designs, shell templates and embedded components (business process setup,
reports, users/groups, permissions, etc.), single instance shells, and custom reports and prints.
Create production bundle; select checkboxes to specify content.
Map users: You can do this only when creating the production bundle. After publishing the bundle,
user mapping is not available for it.
Publish: This is the final step in the Production Bundle creation. This option enables you to select a bundle
and publish it for Production. Only bundles which have no errors can be published. If publish is successful, all
designs included in the bundle are published and stamped with the Published Date in their logs. The
Production Bundle log columns – Published Date and Last Published By -- are stamped with the date and the
user name, respectively. Note that current restrictions for design modifications prevail.
Download the .zip file to your computer.

Import the .zip file (production bundle) in a pre-production or production environment. Note that at
the time of import, Unifier checks for the production stamp and runs a series of validations.

Bundle Enhancements

To access this feature
•

•

Staging environment: In Company Workspace Administration Mode, navigate to Production
Bundles to map users in both environments, create and export a production bundle, and view
contents of existing design bundles in the log.
Destination environment: In Company Workspace Administration Mode, navigate to Production
Bundles to import a production bundle.
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Bundle Enhancements

Impacted Areas
The bundle enhancements have impacted multiple areas in Unifier.
uDesigner changes:
•

•

Configuration options -- Data Picker and Data Elements -- are now part of an object's design in uDesigner.
The Open option has been modified to accommodate these sub-options. For example, in a business process
design, Open has three sub-options: General, Data Picker and Data Elements. Clicking General opens the
current Edit Studio; Data Picker and Data Elements open windows that are similar to those currently seen in
Unifier Administration Mode, under Configuration for the object.
Bundle-related changes are applicable to all design objects in uDesigner. The Tag sub-menu option label of
[Blank] is now represented by Clear, and is the last sub-menu option.

Unifier Administration Mode changes:
In accordance with the changes described above, the Configuration log of the objects – for example, Business Process
-- has also been changed. Open does not display any sub-options. The Configuration window has an additional Query
tab to define query-based data elements (QBDE).
Other areas include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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A new Production Bundles node in the Navigator
Current Design Bundles UI, Import/Export and job handling
Handling cost code segments and related data set values/labels
Handling business process and workflow setup
Configuration, Custom Prints and Reports
Tagging UI changes on company, shell template, project, shell, single instance shell
Data View and Data Cube logs and behavior
User-defined reports and dependencies
Dynamic Data Sets
User mapping
Validations, integration, etc.

Bundle Enhancements

To access this feature
•

•
•
•

•

uDesigner: Navigate to Business Processes, open any business process and then click the Open list to
select options. Similarly, navigate to any manager that supports data element configuration to view
the modified Open function. Also note the changes in Tag options. Tag and deploy designs to
include in a production bundle.
uDesigner: Navigate to Design Bundles to use the modified functionality.
Configuration, Custom Prints and Reports, and managers: Tag and publish, where applicable, to
include reports, prints and setups (for example, Portfolio Manager) in a production bundle.
Templates, Shells: Open any shell template to tag. Embedded tagged design business processes and
their setups, user-defined reports, groups, and permissions are available for transfer via a production
bundle.
Company Sponsored Shells: Tag any single shell instance to include in a production bundle.
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Commitment Enhancements

Commitment Enhancements
Unifier 15.2 offers a contract management solution that incorporates a new Schedule of Values (SOV) type -Summary Payment Applications. The new SOV allows definition of line items in a contract, change order, and
invoice at a summary level without costing or associating them to cost codes.
•
•
•
•
•
•

Allows cost distribution to line items.
Enable mandatory breakdown and costing of summary line items, before moving the record to a step with
Terminal status, as per business needs.
Tracking distributed vs. undistributed amounts of line items.
Defining a contract line item as lump sum or unit cost, with related fields on details forms.
Copying contract line item information into a change order -- remaining balance, SOV amount, etc.
Defining multiple base commits with SOV = Summary Payment Applications and multiple payment
applications, and setting them up in a project. Each base commit creates its own SOV node in the Navigator
under Cost Manager, Schedule of Values, Summary Payment Applications.

For example, subcontractors can add only summary lines to change orders to provide the cost for the scope change.
After they submit the change orders, the contractor or owner can add the cost breakdowns for each of those summary
lines.
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Commitment Enhancements

uDesigner Enhancements
The enhancements impact the following business process type:
•
•
•

•

Type: Cost
Sub-Type: Line Items with WBS Code
Classification: Base Commit/Change Commit
o In the Edit Studio window, the Options tab provides a new SOV Type option, Summary Payment
Applications. When this option is selected, SOV Line Items field is auto-populated with Individual
commit line items and is not editable. Forecasting options are not available for this SOV type, nor is
mobile support.
o Consolidation options are supported.
Classification: Payment Applications
o No changes to the Options tab in Edit Studio. Funding and mobile options are disabled.
o Consolidation behavior remains the same.

Base commit and change commit forms with SOV type = Summary Payment Applications
Upper Forms
•
•

•
•

In Properties, Options tab, the option, Allow adding of Summary Line Items is no longer available for the
standard tab.
The standard tab has two new options:
o Allow Cost Breakdown – Selecting this allows you to add, remove, or copy cost distribution details
(including allocation to cost codes) in lines below the summary line item.
o Costed Amount must be equal to the line item Amount – If selected, Unifier enforces the sum of
amounts of distribution lines to equal the summary line amount.
Allow Add/Remove/Copy line items applies to summary line item.
Allow Modification of line item also applies to summary line item. If Allow Cost Breakdown option is
selected, then selecting this will also allow distribution/costed line items to be modified. If Allow Cost
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Commitment Enhancements
Breakdown is selected and Allow Modification of line item is not, costed lines added in the Cost
distribution grid will modify the summary line item but will not allow you to modify the editable fields of the
summary line item.

Standard Detail Form
Standard detail form of base commit/change commit must have the following new data elements:
•
•

•

•

•

uuu_cost_li_type (Cost Line Item Type) to determine if the line item will capture a lump sum amount or a
calculated amount (unit cost*quantity).
uuu_costed_amt (Costed Amount) to show how much of a line item amount has been costed or allocated to
cost codes. This is applicable when line item type = Lump Sum. It displays the sum of the Amount field
values from distribution line items below the summary line item.
uuu_costed_qty (Costed Quantity) to show how much of a line item’s quantity has been costed or allocated
to cost codes. This is applicable when line item type = Unit Cost. It displays the sum of the Quantity field
values from distribution line items below the summary line item.
uuu_not_costed_amt (Not Costed Amount) to show how much of a line item amount has not yet been costed
or allocated to cost codes. This is applicable when line item type = Lump Sum. It is a calculated field (Line
Item Amount – Costed Amount).
uuu_not_costed_qty (Not Costed Quantity) to show how much of a line item quantity has not yet been
costed or allocated to cost codes. This is applicable when line item type = Unit Cost. It is a calculated field
(Line Item Quantity – Costed Quantity).

The special behavior of the above data elements is displayed only when placed on the standard detail tab of the new
cost BPs. They behave like regular fields when placed on other business process forms. Also note:
•
•
•
•
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bitemid (Cost Code), bi_item (Code Name), Work Package picker data elements are not available.
uuu_sovlinum (Commit Line Item Picker) is read-only when added to the standard detail form.
Cannot define the dynamic dataset behavior on uuu_quantity, uuu_unit_cost or amount fields since they have
special behavior in conjunction with uuu_cost_li_type (Cost Line Item Type).
Cannot add standard data elements -- for example, wbs_cost_type, wbs_costattribute, etc.

Commitment Enhancements
Payment Applications that reference a base commit with SOV type = Summary Payment Applications
Upper Forms
Options tab in Properties has a new option, Costed line item total must be equal to the line item total. When selected,
the total amount value from all the paid costed line items must be equal to the total summary line item value. This
check box is only applicable when the payment application business process references a base commit, where SOV
type = Summary Payment Applications.
Standard Detail Form
•
•
•

The Payment Application type business processes associated with commits of SOV type = Summary Payment
Applications must have all the new data elements listed below:
Can place bitemid (Cost Code) and bi_item (Code Name) on the standard detail form
Can design integration interface templates in uDesigner for both upper and detail forms but the functionality
(CSV and web service integration) is not supported at runtime.

Standard detail form of payment applications must have the following new data elements:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

uuu_cost_li_type (Cost Line Item Type) to determine if the line item will capture a lump sum amount or a
calculated amount (unit cost*quantity).
uuu_spa_prev_amt (Total Previous Payments) to know the amount that was previously submitted.
uuu_spa_amt_tp (Amount this Period) to enter the value of completed work for the current period. This is
applicable when line item type = Lump Sum.
uuu_spa_qty_tp (Quantity this Period) to enter the quantity for the current period. This is applicable when
line item type = Unit Cost.
uuu_spa_other_tp (Other Amount this Period) to enter the value of additional incurred cost -- for example,
cost incurred for additional work that the contractor had not anticipated at the time of tendering the contract.
uuu_spa_mat_stored (Stored Materials Amount) to enter the value of stored materials for the project.
uuu_spa_per_comp (Percentage Complete to Date) to enter the total percentage of work completed to date.
The percentage represents work completed and stored materials for all periods to date.

To access this feature
Navigate to Design - Business Processes log in uDesigner to create and edit the new set of business processes.
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Commitment Enhancements

Creating a Contract and Change Order
Base Commits (Example: Contracts)
Adding Detail Lines: In the standard tab of a base commit of SOV Type = Summary Payment Applications, the Add
button has two options: Lump Sum and Unit Cost. Click an option to open a window with two sections, an upper form
and a lower cost distribution grid. Toolbar options in the Line Item window are similar to the the current Line Item
window. Upload Images is applicable only if image pickers are placed on the detail form. Cost Line Item Type is
auto-filled based on the selection when adding line items.
In the cost distribution grid, toolbar options are enabled only if Allow Cost Breakdown is selected in Upper Form
Properties. They are disabled when the record reaches a step with Terminal status.
•
•
•
•

Add Cost: Opens the WBS picker window. You can add multiple codes at the same time, creating multiple
line items in the grid, one for each code. Note the cost code field in the grid is editable.
Remove Cost: This supports multiple deletions. In case of change commits, you cannot delete lines coming
from the SOV.
Copy Cost: Use it to add a line item by copying an existing line item in the grid.
Add Remaining: Opens the WBS picker window. Allocate cost codes to remaining/non-costed cost or
quantity, based on cost line item type (lump sum or unit cost). The field is disabled when Costed Amount or
Costed Quantity on the upper form is equal to line item amount.

Columns in the grid are predefined. Their behavior is determined by their line item type (lump sum or unit cost). For
example, Quantity and Unit Cost columns are hidden if the cost line item type is Lump Sum. In either case, Short
Description is auto-populated from the Short Description field in the upper form but is editable.
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Commitment Enhancements

Change Commits (Example: Change Orders)
Features in change commits of SOV type = Summary Payment Applications are similar to those of base commits with
SOV Type = Summary Payment Applications.
Add distribution line items to a detail/summary line item. In addition to the ability to add Lump Sum and Unit Cost
based line items, you can also modify an existing line item in the referenced base commit record. In the standard tab,
Add has three options: Lump Sum, Unit Cost, and Modify Committed Line Item. The behavior of the first two options
is the same as in base commits described above.

When you select the Modify Committed Line Item option, it triggers open the enhanced Commit Line Item Picker that
displays detail and costed/distribution line items from the referenced base commit. Column names may differ in your
implementation based on the definition of SOV structure.

Ref. is the reference number of the base commit detail line item. Description displays the Short Description value
from the detail line item. The text in the costed line items can vary based on user input.
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Commitment Enhancements
When you select any line item in the picker, the summary line is copied over to the change commit’s Line Item
window along with its costed lines. Cost Line Item Type is set as read-only. If the line item type is Unit Cost, the
value of Item Unit Cost is also copied over and set as read-only.
Schedule of Values – Summary Payment Applications
Unifier release 15.2 introduces a new SOV type associated with commits and payment applications of Summary
Payment Applications type.
•

•

•

•

•

Navigation: Under the project’s Cost Manager node in the Navigator, the Schedule of Values node displays a
new node, Summary Payment Applications. The new node displays the list of base commit business processes
of SOV = Summary Payment Applications as child nodes. The log displays the title: Schedule of Values:
Summary Payment Applications for <BP name>.
Column structure: Like Payment Applications SOV, you can modify the column structure of the SOV sheet.
Default columns are Ref., Cost Code, Code Name, Cost Line Item Type, and Description. Column headers of
Ref., Cost Line Item Type and Description are editable. Cost Code and Code Name headers are drawn from
project cost sheet properties.
Data sources: Data sources for additional columns include non-numeric fields set for auto-population from
base commits’ Edit Studio, Options tab. Other data sources remain the same (currency and decimal fields
from the detail form of the Payment Applications business process, and pre-defined fields – Scheduled Value,
Commits Remaining Balance, etc.). Summary and costed line items for the logical source added to the SOV
sheet are also available.
SOV sheet toolbar options: They are Expand, Collapse, Find, Split, and Export. Click Expand to view
summary and associated child rows. Collapse is the default view. Use Export to export the entire line item
summary along with costed line information as CSV.
SOV grid: Displays summary and costed lines. Schedule Value cell values have hyperlinks that enable
drilldown. In the Cell Detail window, the information displayed in the lower Line Item section differs based
on line item type. Unit Cost and Quantity fields are populated only for Unit Cost type.

To access this feature
Navigate to a project in which the new set of business processes have been set up. Access the Contracts and Change
Orders logs to create records. View the Schedule of Values - Summary Payment Applications under the Cost Manager
node or in the commit records.
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Commitment Enhancements

Creating a Payment Application
When a Payment Applications business process references a base commit of SOV = Summary Payment Applications,
its line items display the line items from the base commit and associated change commits. Like the current Payment
Applications, only one record can be routed at any time for a referenced commit.
Differences from the current Payment Applications:
•
•
•
•
•

•

•

Funding button is not seen in the record toolbar.
Line Item window has an additional Expand, Collapse and Find buttons in the toolbar.
Line Item window displays summary (bold font) and costed line items.
Values displayed are per calculation logic in the detail form of the Payment Applications BP.
Editable fields are Amount this Period, Quantity this Period, Other Amount this Period, Material Stored, and
% Complete to Date. Except for % Complete to Date, the rest are editable in both summary and costed line
rows.
The value entered in the % Complete to Date field in a summary row, Amount this Period is re-calculated.
You may need to manually change the distribution in costed rows, which in turn will affect the costed lines’
% Complete to Date values.
After line items are created, only the summary lines are displayed in the line item log on the record, even if
the amount invoiced is zero. Double-click any summary line to view its distributed cost lines.

Cost Sheet: Costed amounts for cost codes are rolled up from the distribution grid to the cost sheet using the Amount
field. There will be a discrepancy seen in this rolled up amount compared to the Total Amount in the Line Item
section of the BP, if the line item amount = costed amount. You can drilldown to view the details by opening the
record in the Transactions section.
Cash Flow: The new set of business processes is available in cash flow curves at the commitment level. Costed line
items use the effective date if defined, or the workflow end date. Only costed lines are seen in the curves. Summary
information is not seen.
Integration (CSV and Web Services): Existing functionality of adding upper form and line items is supported for
this new set of business processes, except for Payment Applications. However, cost allocation is not supported.
Auto-creation: Supported with limitations.

To access this feature
Navigate to a project in which the new set of business processes have been set up. Access the Payment Applications
log to create a record.
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Commitment Enhancements

Cash Flow Enhancements
In Unifier 15.2, define the currency of Portfolio Budget-type curves within a cash flow family. You can also configure
new cash flow curves (derived curves) based on existing curves within a family, so new curves convert data from
existing curves to a different currency using the float rate or a user-defined pegged rate. The enhancement supports
cash flow families at all levels – project, summary WBS, WBS and commitment.
Portfolio Manager in earlier Unifier versions did not support multiple currencies. As a result, projects with currencies
different from portfolio budget curves had their values simply roll up to Portfolio Manager without conversion. Also
cash flow curves (except for commitment-level curves) could only be displayed in the project currency.
Areas of impact:
•

•
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Administration Mode
o Cash flow data sources
o Portfolio Manager Configuration (Note that there are no changes to the Portfolio Manager module.)
o Cash flow templates: Standards & Libraries and Shell-level templates
User Mode
o Portfolio Budget curves
o Derived curves
o Cash flow worksheet
o Curve details grid
o Cash flow snapshots
o Portfolio Manager
o User-defined reports
o Program-level rollup curves

Commitment Enhancements

Portfolio Manager-Related Changes
Company Workspace, Administration Mode
•
•

•

Cash flow data sources: Unifier provides a new curve type, Derived to define new cash flow data sources or
edit an existing data source.
Portfolio Manager configuration: In the Project Data Sources section, Budget Source and Forecast Source
dropdowns now include derived curves. Select source curves based on your business needs; both curves must
have the same currency.
Cash flow templates: See topic below.

To access this feature
•
•

Company Workspace, Administration Mode: Navigate to Standards & Libraries, Cash Flow, Data Sources to
create data sources of Derived type.
Company Workspace, Administration Mode: Navigate to Configuration, Portfolio Manager to select derived
curves as budget and forecast curve sources.
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Commitment Enhancements

Configuring Portfolio Budget and Derived Curves
Curves based on Portfolio Budget and Derived data sources are defined in a project's Cash Flow module in User
Mode.
Portfolio Budget curves definition: The configuration window of a portfolio budget type curve provides a currency
selector (required field) to select the currency of the portfolio budget data. The list displays all active and future
currencies from the Exchange Rate table at the company level. Note that for existing customers who already have
portfolio budget curves, the default selection is the project currency, but can be changed. Note also that associated
reports display data in project currency.

Derived curve definition: Enabled only if a curve of non-derived curve type exists.
•
•
•
•

Base Currency: Displays the base currency as a read-only value.
Source Curve: An existing curve whose data is converted by the derived curve. Note that source curve
currency defaults to the project currency.
Derived Curve Currency: The currency used to convert the source curve data
Exchange Rate: Select Float or Peg to define how the exchange rates will be used. Float will pull from the
Exchange Rate table at the company level. Peg will use the custom rates defined in project details.

The interface below changes based on selection.
Exchange Rate = Float
Use Rate as: The selected option to convert currency rate is useful if more than one rate is found for a given period
(month/year):
•
•
•

At the beginning of the period
At the end of the period
A weighted average for the period: The number of days in the period is considered in the calculation.

Exchange Rate = Peg
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Commitment Enhancements
Peg Rate options for the derived curve are displayed in two blocks.
•

•

Base Currency -> Derived Curve Currency: These options are applicable when base currency is the same as
project currency, or when base currency is different from project currency but the exchange rate is pegged in
project details. You can manually enter the peg rate (Constant), set as or select the peg rate defined for the
project (in Details, Currency tab)).
Base Currency -> Source Curve Currency: If base currency is different from project currency and the
exchange rate is set to float, then the second block is made available.

Note, when converting source curve data to derived curve data, source data is always taken in project currency. The
derived curve values always display in the currency selected in the derived curve configuration window. This
behavior is irrespective of whether the rate is set as float or peg.
Recommendation: Regardless whether exchange rate is float or peg, schedule an automatic refresh for the derived
curves. This is because future rates can change with time, the source curve configuration/values, or peg rates may
change. If derived curves are not set to automatic refresh, they will continue to hold older exchange rate values
(unless manually opened & refreshed).
•
•

When the original cash flow curve is refreshed, dependent curves are also updated.
When a portfolio shared or approved curve is updated, curves based on these curves are also updated.

To access this feature
In a project, navigate to Cost Manager, Cash Flow to define Portfolio Budget and Derived type curves in a cash flow
family.
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Other Impacted Areas
Cash flow worksheet
Filters
•
•
•

You can now create and save cash flow filters, similar to summary curves, and designate one as the default
view.
Use the new option, Manage Filters on the Edit Menu to remove filters and select default views.
Saved filters are available as options in the Saved Filters list in the worksheet toolbar.

Currency column and symbols
•

•
•

Data (graph and grid) is prefixed with currency symbols. Derived and portfolio budget curves display in the
selected currency while all other curves display in project currency. Note that for existing customers, portfolio
budget curves display in project currency by default, until changed in the configuration window.
Worksheet grid has an additional Currency column preceding the Total column. It displays the name and code
of the currency as depicted in the Currencies log at the company level.
Tooltips that appear on hovering over data points also display appropriate currency symbols for values. If no
currency symbol exists for a currency, the currency code is displayed below the value.

UI changes
•
•

•
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The Project Currency (or Transaction Currency in commitment-level curves) header (and list) in the curve
section has been removed.
In commitment curves, if project currency is different from transaction currency, an additional dropdown next
to the View (Incremental / Cumulative) dropdown allows you to flip between project or transaction currency
views for all curves except portfolio budget and derived curves.
Derived curves are read-only and not available for the Copy functionality.

Commitment Enhancements
Summary curves
•
•
•
•

Summary worksheet changes are similar to those in cash flow family curves described above.
Summary curves window interface has been updated with a Currency column. You can designate a summary
curve filter as the default view.
If all source curves for derived curves in the summary curve are in the same currency, derived curves display
in that currency in the summary grid.
If source curves for derived curves are in different currencies, then the derived summary row show values in
project currency. Derived curve values are first converted to project currency and then summed up.

Curve details grid
•
•

Curve values display currency symbol prefix.
Detail window of curves, including derived curves display the currency name in the header, except in
commitment curves when project and transaction currencies are different.

Curve snapshots: Snapshots include derived curves. They can be viewed when you open the snapshots.
Portfolio Manager: Portfolio Manager can be configured to pull data from derived curves, just like other curves in
existing functionality.
User Defined Reports: Data from derived curves is reportable.
Program-level rollup curves: No change in behavior. They do not perform currency conversion but display sum of
data from source projects in base currency.

To access this feature
In a project, navigate to Cost Manager, Cash Flow to view the enhanced features in a cash flow worksheet and a
summary curve.
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Cash Flow Templates
Cash flow templates available in Standards & Libraries and within shell templates have also been enhanced with
curve configurations enabling use of multiple currencies and filter capabilities.
•

•

Cash flow templates embedded in shell templates can be used to update shell instances with filters, and/or
curve configurations. The functionality is similar to updating Access Control in selected shell instances.
History option is available to view update status and details of prior updates. When pushing filters from
template, if corresponding curves or curve families do not exist, then they will not get created in destination
shell instances. In other words, updates are successful only if corresponding curves or curve families exist.
Note: As per existing functionality, commitment-level curves cannot be pushed from a cash flow template to
shell instances. These curve templates can however be picked on business process records or in setups that
result in the creation of commitment curves within shell instances. In such scenarios, the complete cash flow
family configuration and filters are copied into the destination curve family.

To access this feature
In Company Workspace tab, Administration Mode, navigate to Templates, Shells. Open a WBS shell template to
create and configure cash flow templates. Use an embedded cash flow template to push changes (curve configurations
and filters) to shell instances of its type.
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Facilities and Real Estate Management
Primavera Unifier Facilities and Real Estate Management (FMRE) -- introduced in Unifier 15.2.2 -- enables you to
manage, operate, and optimize facility and real estate assets. Capture and manage data with preconfigured business
processes, workflows, tasks, forms, and reports in the following areas:
•
•
•
•
•

Facilities Management
Real Estate Management
Portfolio Management
Cost Management
Contract Management
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Facilities and Real Estate Management

Facilities Management
Facilities Management includes the following areas:
•
•
•
•
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Asset Management
Maintenance Management
Space Management
Condition Assessment

Facilities and Real Estate Management

Asset Management
Manage and track fixed and movable assets, such as mechanical and electrical equipment. Key features include:
•
•
•
•
•

Create assets using templates.
Manage assets by type.
Access automated, real-time cost of ownership information.
Track warranty information.
Track corrective and preventive maintenance records and costs.

To access this feature:
Under Asset Management, click Assets. Double-click in asset to view its details.
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Facilities and Real Estate Management

Maintenance Management
Manage preventive and corrective maintenance, along with material inventory. Key features include:
•
•
•
•
•

Preventive maintenance capabilities, with time- and meter-based frequency options, job plans, and
preventive maintenance books.
Seasonal maintenance and exception capabilities.
Portal service request and helpdesk processes.
Corrective and preventive work orders, with workflows and automatically generated and routed
work orders.
Maintenance materials management, with processes for ordering, delivery and receipt, costs and
tracking, and inventory adjustments.

To access this feature:
Click Maintenance Management, then Corrective Work Orders.
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Facilities and Real Estate Management

Space Management
Manage planning and reassignment of space, as well as the tasks and assignments associated with moving processes.
Key features include:
•
•
•
•
•

Use classifications to organize spaces by type, and attributes to capture critical data such as
occupant's name and department, and space usage.
Manage space requests and assignments.
Process Move, Add, Change (MAC) transactions.
Use stacking plans for a visual representation of an entire facility or building, and to analyze vacant
and occupied space.
Manage room reservations, with options such as automatic request and approval processes.

To access this feature:
Click Space Management on a facility's page to view options for managing and analyzing its spaces.
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Facilities and Real Estate Management

Condition Assessment
Collect, analyze and report on data related to the condition of facilities and their systems. Key features include:
•
•
•
•

Facility condition inspection process.
Deferred maintenance, estimated deficiency, current replacement value, and renewal cost analysis.
Support for Uniformat II cost modeling
Automated Facility Condition Index(FCI) calculations for facilities and their systems.

To access this feature:
Click Facility Condition Assessment, then FCA Manager to access the Facility Condition Manager Sheet.
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Facilities and Real Estate Management

Real Estate Management
Real Estate Management includes the following areas:
•
•
•
•

Lease Management
Transaction Management
Data Management
Energy Management
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Facilities and Real Estate Management

Lease Management
Organize, track, and analyze lease costs, invoices, and other lease data. Key features include:
•
•
•
•

Manage tenant and landlord leases, sub-leases, and lease requests.
Record modifications, invoices, and other key lease details such as payment terms, security deposits,
etc.
Track costs and expenses, using cost codes that roll up to the facility's cost sheet.
Automate process of lease payments and track critical lease dates, with options for alerts and
automatic action assignments.

To access this feature:
Click Lease Management on a facility's page to view the options for viewing and recording lease information.
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Facilities and Real Estate Management

Transaction Management
Manage processes associated with identifying prospective properties, property acquisitions, and property dispositions.
Key features include:
•
•

Route, review, and track transaction details with flexible workflows for transaction scope, tasks and
deadlines.
Create transaction projects to manage scope, schedules, costs, and documents for complex
transactions, such as new site selection and acquisition.

To access this feature:
Click Grid in the Potential Properties section at the bottom of a Property Acquisition.
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Data Management
Capture and track data across your real estate portfolio, with the option to search and report on items such as deeds,
parcels, titles, property taxes, and certificates of insurance.

To access this feature:
Under Real Estate Data Management, click Permits. Double-click a permit to view its details.
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Facilities and Real Estate Management

Energy Management
Capture, track, and analyze energy and sustainability data. Key features include:
•
•
•

Record utility consumption data.
Use reports and dashboards to analyze energy and cost information.
Capture and benchmark sustainability information, with support for LEED analysis and certification.

To access this feature:
Click Sustainability Management, then LEED Certifications. Double-click a certification record to view its details.
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Facilities and Real Estate Management

Portfolio Management
Organize facilities using flexible hierarchy structures. Model portfolios by geography, business unit, OBS, etc. Data
rolls up throughout the hierarchy, with reports and dashboards available to view data for a single facility or at any
level of the hierarchy.
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Facilities and Real Estate Management

Employee Management
Create employees and enter their details for purposes of assigning space. Non-Unifier users can be created.

To access this feature:
On the All Properties shell, click Employee Management, then Employees. Click New to add a new employee.
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Facilities and Real Estate Management

Cost Management
Manage expenses, revenue, and liability related to facilities and real estate management. Highlights include:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Real-time, fully integrated cost controls solutions.
Set annual budgets for buildings, sites, regions, etc.
Cost transactions roll up to time based cost manager worksheets.
Pre-defined cost account codes for revenue, expense, and liability accounts, with the ability to
modify and templetize for future use.
Dashboards and variance reports to provide quick and easy full visibility into all cost events and
transactions.
Additional business processes include budget changes, budget transfers, purchase orders, and
invoices.

To access this feature:
Click Cost Management, Cost Manager. Double-click a Cost Manager sheet to view its contents.
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Facilities and Real Estate Management

Contract Management
Qualify and select vendors, issue master service agreements, and manage the bidding process. Highlights include:
•
•
•

Manage vendor information, including detailed records, and pre-qualification and evaluation
processes.
Bid package creation, invitation and response, and evaluation processes.
Automated processes for Facilities Request for Bid (RFB), and bid award and purchase
order/contract creation.

To access this feature:
Click Facilities Contract Management, then Facilities Requests for Bid. Double-click a request for bid to view its
details.
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Linked Records Enhancements
In Unifier 15.2 you can determine whether line items on a source business process record are consolidated, view the
count of linked records in the Linked Records link and details in the Link window, and report on upper form elements
on destination records. On the View Menu of a record, view details of linked records in the Referenced Records
window.
In prior versions of Unifier, there was no way to know if line items of a source business process were copied and
consolidated into another business process. This knowledge is particularly useful when Budget Changes business
process (destination) consolidates line items from approved Budget Change Requests business process records
(source). With the enhancement, you can identify which line items from the source Budget Change Requests have not
yet been collected.
uDesigner configuration
•
•
•

A new standard data element, uuu_li_consolidated (Consolidated?) with a Yes/No pulldown, is now available
to place on the detail form of any business process. Its default behavior is read-only and cannot be modified.
In the destination business process, the functionality requires the selection of the Consolidation tab option,
Prevent consolidating the same line item across multiple records.
Note: Statuses selected in the Consolidation tab’s Previously consolidated lines are available when terminal
status equals field have the capability of resetting the Consolidated? option on a line item to No on the source
record, if a destination record moves into one of these statuses at runtime. The same behavior is displayed if
the record is terminated.

Unifier User Mode enhancements
•
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At runtime, Unifier uses the new data element, uuu_li_consolidated (Consolidated?), to automatically capture
whether a line item has been consolidated or not on the source record.

Linked Records Enhancements
•

•

•

The enhanced Linked Records displays the number of linked records within parenthesis, including those
involved in the consolidation process. As per existing functionality, when a line item of a record (A) is linked
to a record (B), the record (B) also gets linked to record (A) that has the line item. This functionality is
retained for line item consolidation.
The Links window has two new columns, Type and Location.
o Type displays Manual or Line Item Consolidation when records have been linked manually (current
functionality) or via consolidation of line items respectively.
o Record Location captures the location of the linked record. For manual linking, the linked record is
always in the same shell. Records that are linked through consolidation of line items may be in the
same shell or another shell in the hierarchy.
o In the toolbar, Remove is not available for records linked via line item consolidation. Note that links
are automatically removed if the destination record moves into a status defined in uDesigner -“Previously consolidated lines are available when terminal status equals” field, or is terminated.
The data element Consolidated? is available when creating user defined reports and data views.

Reference Records on the View Menu: The grid section of the reference window lists all linked records associated
with line items, including the ones established by means of consolidation. Like other records, you can open these
records from the grid.

To access this feature
In uDesigner, navigate to Business Processes and open any business process. If this is a destination business process
for line item consolidation, configure the Consolidation tab in Edit Studio. If this a source business process, place the
standard data element uuu_li_consolidated in a detail form. In User Mode, navigate to the log of the source and
destination business processes to view the enhanced features after consolidation of line items.
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Unifier Mobile Enhancements
Unifier release 15.2 has enhanced usability of the Unifier Mobile interface. The enhancements include:
•
•

•
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Clickable blocks to enable navigation from the Home, Tasks, and other pages. Currently, in order to navigate
from one page to another, the logged in user must click on the navigation menu/red arrow or hyperlinks.
A filtering mechanism that allows the display of all tasks or only mobile-enabled (actionable) tasks.
Currently, on the Tasks page, the Unifier mobile interface displays all tasks regardless of whether the business
process of the associated task is enabled for mobile or not.
Support for opening and viewing business process attachments of various file types like .doc, .xls, .dwg, etc.
Currently, attachments of only .jpg file types can be viewed. If native applications are available, the device
renders the attachment in a separate mobile browser window.

Enable project_projectphase in Portfolio Manager

Enable project_projectphase in Portfolio Manager
In Unifier 15.2, add the standard data element project_projectphase as a column in a portfolio in Portfolio Manager to
dynamically reflect the latest project phase in all the projects included in the portfolio.
In earlier Unifier versions, it was possible to view the project phase in a portfolio by adding the system data element
uuu_project_phase to the shell attribute form or a single record business process within that project and then pulling
this element as a column within the portfolio. However, the project phase did not update automatically as the project
moved from one phase to another (manually or via Gates). It required a manual update in the source single record
business process or shell attribute form to trigger the latest value in the portfolio.
Configuration, Portfolio Manager enhancement: In the Columns tab of the configuration window of a portfolio,
the Data Elements dropdown has been enhanced to show the standard data element, Project Phase
(project_projectphase). Add Project Phase as a column in the portfolio. At runtime, the column dynamically reflects
the latest value of Project Phase for each project within that portfolio.

To access this feature
•
•

Company Workspace, Administration Mode: Navigate to Configuration, Portfolio Manager. Add Project
Phase (project_projectphase) as a column in any portfolio.
Project User Mode: Navigate to the root project -- for example, All Projects. In the Portfolio Manager, open
any portfolio to view the phase of its component projects.
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Hide Standard Tab in Business Process Forms

Hide Standard Tab in Business Process Forms
This enhancement provides the ability to hide the Standard tab in a business process form (action or view) so that
users are not able to view the content of the line items included in the tab. For example, hide the standard tab in cost
business processes to restrict contractors from viewing crucial information -- such as cost codes and breakdown. Prior
to this release, it was possible to hide all other tabs except the Standard tab.
The enhancement impacts those business process types that support line items -- such as cost, line item, and RFB. It
uses the same current functionality to hide non-standard tabs. In uDesigner, the Hide current tab check box is now
enabled for the standard tab in upper forms, both action and view forms. If selected, the standard tab will not be
visible at runtime. Note that the standard tab name depends on the tab name specified in the Line Item List of Item
Logs.
Note: At least one tab must be visible per upper form - Action form or View form. The tab must be a non-query based
tab.

To access this feature: uDesigner: Navigate to Business Processes, open any business process that supports this
feature. Proceed to Upper Forms, select any form (Action or View), then in Properties, Options tab, Standard tab,
select the check box.
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Grid Usability Enhancement in Business Process Forms
This Unifier 15.2 enhancement addresses grid usability in business processes in two specific use cases. It introduces:
•
•

Inline list options, when the master data element in a Dynamic Dataset is a pull-down.
Inline multi-line text editing, when the field is a large text box.

In the case of large text fields, the width can be stretched to view the entire text; the height depends on the number of
lines configured for the text box. The text field is without the Cancel and OK buttons. After editing, deselecting the
text box returns it to the normal cell width in the grid. On hover, a tooltip displays the entire text in the field.
The enhancement eliminates the appearance of popup windows in earlier Unifier versions for performing the same
functionality.
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Grid Usability Enhancement in Business Process Forms

To access this feature
In User Mode, navigate to the log of a line item type business process (company-level or project-level) that has the
relevant fields – Dynamic Dataset with a pull-down master data element and/or a large text box in its detail form.
Create or edit a form using the grid to add and complete line items.
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Workflow Enhancements
Starting in Unifier 15.2, when a task is performed via email, normal form processing occurs as if the assignee had
taken the action within Unifier. If the form validation fails or an error is raised, then the user receives an e-mail
notification with the relevant error message. This enhancement impacts all workflow business processes where the
steps are enabled for “Enable response via email” in business process setup.
The enhancement rectifies the situation in earlier Unifier releases where if a task action is taken via email, form
processing is not carried out on the form. As a result, workflow progress-related information are not captured.
Form validation: Form validations occur when the record progresses to the next step after an action is taken via email. For example, the system checks if required fields are completed, or if value conditions are met. If successful, the
record progresses to the next step or remains on the same step based on the workflow setup. If there are errors because
of other processing logic, then the record does not progress to the next workflow step and the user is notified via email. The error notification displays the reason of failure - whether the error is for a required field or form validation.
Formula calculations: Formula-based fields are evaluated when the record progresses to the next step. Consider the
following example: Two fields on an Action Items business process form are Date and Award Date. The Date field
captures the workflow progress element, Taken On, and Award Date is a calculated field = Date + 2. When the record
moves to the next step, Award Date is calculated based on the Date value. Moreover, if the form has a validation
configured that states Award Date must be earlier than the record Due Date, the system checks for that also. If
conditions are not met, validation will fail. The record does not progress to the next step and calculations are not
performed.
Additional form processing
•

•

•
•

Auto population: The only auto-population case that is applicable is when the destination is an upper form
field and the source is the detail form of the same BP (sum of all lines). Auto-population must be defined on
the form of the step succeeding the e-mail action step.
Dynamic Data Set: When action is taken via e-mail, the system performs Dynamic Data Set checks prior to
routing the record to the next step. So, if the action step has a required Behavior Set field that is left empty,
then the record does not progress to the next step.
Reset Form: Values of data elements in the form that have Reset data entry are reset when the record
progresses to the next via e-mail action.
Query and Summary data elements: Query-based and summary data elements present in the subsequent forms
of the workflow are populated as the record is routed to the next via e-mail action.

Other post-processing logic that already exists in the system for workflow records progress via e-mail action – such
as, reverse auto population, roll-ups to cost sheet and other sheets, and auto creation (S step; I step), are not impacted
by the enhancement.
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View Exchange Rates

View Exchange Rates
This Unifier release 15.2 enhancement applies to the Exchange Rates log under Company Workspace tab,
Administration Mode, Standards & Libraries. A new toolbar option, View Exchange Rates allows you to view the
exchange rates for all currencies selected in the current, active template at a glance, without having to open the
template.
The View Exchange Rates window displays Base Currency and Applicable Rates On fields on the top. The grid
displays Currency Name, Currency Symbol, 1.0 Base Currency, and Effective Date columns.

To access this feature
In Company Workspace tab, Administration Mode, navigate to Standards & Libraries, Exchange Rates. On the
toolbar, click View Exchange Rates.
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Big File Handling
Unifier 15.2 includes enhancements for:
•
•
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Big File handling on Server side for basic, intermediate and advanced methods: There are no limits
to file size for file upload and download. (Network capacity is excluded.)
Big File support and proxy for intermediate and advanced client changes

